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Introduction
The objective of the Electricity and Gas Directives is to create

efficient wholesale and retail markets.
But competition is a means not an end. Citizens’ quality of life 

is not improved by being able to choose their energy 
supplier so the Directives’ success must be judged on 
whether they reduce prices and maintain reliability

The key questions that must be asked are:
• Can efficient wholesale and retail markets in energy be 

created?
• Will prices offered be lower than those a regulated 

monopoly would produce? And
• Will the reliability of the electricity and gas systems be 

maintained?



The PSIRU Report for EPSU
This report examines the impact of the electricity and gas Directives in 

each of the main Member States and asks the following questions:
• Have efficient wholesale markets been created?
• Are residential users switching supplier; what are their experiences?
• Has a competitive corporate structure emerged? And
• What has been the impact on reliability of energy supplies?

To examine these questions, we split the EU countries into five regions:
• The Nordic countries: Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden
• Southern Europe: Italy, Portugal and Spain
• CW Europe: Austria, Belgium, France, Germany & Netherlands
• The UK and
• CE Europe: Czech Rep, Hungary, Poland, Slovak Rep and Slovenia

Experience from UK and the Nordic region is particularly important 
because these are seen as the ‘success’ stories



Wholesale markets
• For wholesale energy markets to be efficient, a significant 

proportion of energy has to be traded at ‘spot’ or spot-
related prices

• Only Nord Pool has adequate liquidity, but new investment 
has been minimal. This resulted in huge wholesale price 
increases in 2002. The next dry winter may result in price 
spikes and shortages

• The liquidity of the UK electricity market is 1-2%
• Wholesale electricity markets in Italy and Spain are being 

investigated due to suspicions of abuse
• Other electricity markets have low liquidity
• Only the UK has a wholesale gas market that is seen as 

liquid  



Retail markets
• If wholesale markets are working well, there should 

be little scope for retail competition
• However, wholesale markets are not efficient and 

the trend to greater integration of the wholesale and 
retail means integrated companies have a strong 
incentive not to provide electricity to spot markets

• Consumer switching therefore has an important role 
in imposing competition on the industry

• Only in Norway and UK are switching rates at the 
20 per cent level that the Commission says indicates 
a healthy retail market 



Retail markets in Norway and UK
In Norway, the high level of electricity use in the residential 

sector provides incentives for consumers to switch supplier 
that do not exist in other countries

In UK, gas & electricity retail markets have merged. All 
retailers offer gas and electricity as a package. Switching 
rates are high but there are serious problems. These include:

• High prices for residential, poor consumers compared to 
industrial consumers;

• Unethical selling practices;
• High cost of switching;
• Logistical problems for consumers trying to switch;
• Use of demand profiling rather than electronic meters;
• Inability of small consumers to find the cheapest supplier 



Corporate changes (1)
• There is no point creating well-designed wholesale & retail 

markets if markets are dominated by a few large companies
• The Commission & most Member States do not seem 

willing to break the market power of the large companies
• Most national governments want home companies to be 

strong enough to keep out foreign companies and to emerge 
as national champions

• In the Nordic region, nationally-owned companies in 
Finland, Norway and Sweden have expanded into other 
Nordic countries and retained a strong position in their 
home market. A Danish champion seems to be emerging

• In Iberian peninsula, Endesa, EDP & Iberdrola have 
strengthened their positions and companies from outside the 
region have had little success. In Italy, ENEL has been 
partly broken up but retains market power in generation



Corporate changes (2)
• EDF, E.ON and RWE are far larger than any of their 

competitors. There has been little attempt to break these 
companies up yet

• Electrabel (Belgium) dominates its home market
• There has been concentration in Austria and Netherlands 

and national champions may emerge
• In CE Europe ENEL, EDF, E.ON, and RWE have bought 

most of the companies sold. In Hungary and the Czech Rep, 
government may retain ownership of the dominant 
companies, MVM and CEZ, as national champions

• UK is increasingly dominated by the ‘big 3’, EDF, E.ON 
and RWE. The remaining British companies are weak and 
may be taken over leaving a foreign-owned oligopoly



Impact on reliability
The Directives provide at least three major challenges 

to the reliability of energy supplies:
• The market will not build enough electricity 

generation plant;
• Companies will not invest sufficient money in 

training and R&D; and
• Incentive regulation will encourage companies to 

make cost savings that will adversely affect long-
term reliability.



New generating plant
Electricity liberalisation is based on the premise that market forces will 

ensure that there is enough generating capacity for demand to be met
The Commission implicitly acknowledges this is implausible. It requires 

governments to monitor capacity and if a shortage is likely, hold a 
tender to commission construction of the extra capacity

This safeguard has 3 problems:
• Companies will not invest in new power plant to compete in a risky 

market if they can bid for a government tender that will be backed by 
a long-term, low-risk power purchase agreement so markets will 
wither away

• A central authority has no way to predict what proportion of potential 
schemes will be built so will be unable to forecast whether there will 
be a shortage

• New plant built will tend to depress the market price and may lead to 
early retirements negating the impact of the new capacity 



Training and R&D
• Energy industries rely on a skilled, experienced workforce 

to maintain the system and on a flow of R&D to meet the 
technological challenges  

• Under the old structure, there were incentives for companies 
to invest in training and R&D, often on a co-operative basis

• In a competitive market, companies investing in training 
and R&D risk their competitors profiting from this 
investment at no cost to themselves 

• As a result of this ‘free rider’ problem, R&D and training 
expenditure has fallen sharply in the UK and this trend will 
be repeated elsewhere

• The situation is made much worse by the large number of 
skilled employees forced to leave the industry and by the 
high age profile of the industry leading to a likely skills gap



Incentive regulation
Incentive regulation allows companies that cut costs to 

retain at least some of the savings as profits
• This might lead to some efficiency savings, but it 

also may encourage companies to make cost savings 
that will damage long-term reliability.

• The instability of ownership in the sector that 
restructuring has resulted in, with facilities changing 
ownership frequently, may encourage ‘cut and run’
policies 



Can efficient markets be created?
The natural response to market failure is to break up dominant 

companies to remove market power. But if a market cannot be 
created, this will just replace strong, skilled companies with long-term 
strategies with weak, opportunistic firms

The special characteristics of electricity differentiate it from other 
commodities and mean that the factors that allow other markets to 
work do not exist for electricity. These include:

• Inability to store power. Peaks in price and demand cannot be 
smoothed by use of stores;

• Need for supply and demand to match at all times;
• Lack of substitutes. The threat of switching to substitutes cannot act as 

a market discipline;
• Vital role in modern society;
• Electricity is a standard product. Switching supplier cannot produce 

better electricity;
• Environmental impacts.



Do benefits of competition outweigh costs?
• Competition is a means not an end. If the benefits do not 

outweigh the costs, it is not justified
• Competition advocates assume that competition is a free 

good. Experience shows this assumption is false.
• The largest cost is the risk premium on investment. 

Competition is likely to more than double the cost of capital
• The cost of designing and operating markets is large. In 

Britain, the cost of development and running NETA for 5 
years was about £770m or about £30 per consumer.

• Introducing retail competition for small consumers cost 
consumers about £900m over 7 years, about £40 per 
consumer

• Will competition be so effective that it can pay for these 
extra finance and transaction costs?



Problems with the Directives
The Directives have at least 5 problems that amendments must address:
• The Directives does not allow national authorities to control entry and exit 

relying on market forces to ensure supply and demand match. The Directive 
should require that accountable public authorities ensure that sufficient 
generating capacity is available and sufficient gas has been contracted

• Opening the energy market to retail competition leaves small consumers 
vulnerable to exploitation. The Directives should be amended to allow 
Member States to limit competition to large consumers

• The Directives have led to serious loss of employment and skills and a 
reduction in R&D. Responsibilities should be placed on companies to carry 
out training, to ensure that cost reductions are not carried out at the expense 
of the conditions of employment of the workers and to contribute to R&D

• Incentive regulation leads to a risk that the industry will be exploited for 
short-term profit at the expense of long-term reliability. A better balance 
needs to be developed encouraging companies to improve their efficiency, 
but requiring them to demonstrate that cost reductions will not adversely 
affect system reliability;

• Lack of democracy in the sector. Market forces and private ownership have 
reduced the democratic control. Regulatory bodies must be opened to much 
wider participation bringing representatives of the full range of interests, 
including environmentalists, consumer organisations and trade unions.


